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1 of 1 people found the following review helpful. FOR 99 CENTS THIS BOOK
GIVES YOU A FUN BASIC INTRO INTO THE WORLD OF
PHOTOGRAPHY!By AUTISTIC WEREWOLFI was not expecting much for a
99 cent book and it delivered pretty much what I expected. The book gives the
basics of ISO, Appiture and Shutter Speed and how manipulating any one
changes the character of the picture you will get. The book shares the very
basics of composition and how proper composition add to quality images. The
book offers insights that introduce you to photography options in areas of post
production, image management, in camera processing versus software
processing, RAW versus JPG and more. Again none of the content gives an indepth exploration of DSLR photography its more like a menu of photography
options that shares a short insight to what each does. If you actually want in
depth coverage you must buy a book that focuses on your particular
photographic interest (pun intended!)2 of 2 people found the following review
helpful. Five StarsBy Brian KellyAfter reading some of the 2 and 3 star reviews
I decided to rewrite my own review since I feel that some of those reviews are
unfair. Since buying this book originally I have bought and read several others
and while those books are more detailed and thorough I am still very impressed
with how much ground this book covers and it manages to do it without being
difficult to read or hard to follow. I was so impressed I sent it to my daughter
who is use to using point and shoot cameras but just bought a new DSLR. I
knew she could get started with using that camera with some of the simple
instructions provided in this book.3 of 3 people found the following review
helpful. Pretty decent for a $.99 guideBy Stephen E. TiilikainenCovers some of
the core technical and artistic concepts underpinning the practice of
photography. The first few chapters of the book where he's talking about
exposure, focus, light, and composition are the strongest. He started to lose me
later on, but hopefully more read-throughs will aid in retention.All-in-all, I find
it difficult to complain about. Lots of food for thought for a dollar.
This is a must read for beginners to intermediate.Award winning photographer
Jason Youn explains everything you need to know about photography in a way
that anyone can understand. The information is concise and the illustrations are
simple, direct and perfectly formatted for your Kindle, iPad or other
eReader.This book merges the science and the art of photography.Learn all
about:-Exposure-f/Stops and Aperture-Shutter Speed and ISO-White Balance
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